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We go through this ritual every year. Singapore’s annual incomes and expenditures are presented by the Finance Minister in a so-called Budget speech. This is followed by an almost two-week period where Parliament reviews the Committee of Supply, involving a series of debates popularly called the “Budget debate”. We should speak on issues relating to any ministry. Members of Parliament will have to propose nominal cuts to a ministry’s budget. Last year, the members filed a total of 530 cuts and the debate lasted some 3,120 minutes or 52 hours in total, which is the longest period in five years.

For this year, Finance Minister Heng Swee Keat has just presented the Budget speech. If anything, we see less reason than an annual Budget proposal. More and more, as the minister puts it, it is a contrarian strategy.

I would say that it is even less of a specific “Budget speech” than a broader “Investment speech”. In a business sense, this year’s Budget speech has articulated our national investments dominantly along three key thrusts.

STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK
First, the Budget is about investment in Singapore’s structural framework for enterprise development. The fiscal year will see some $704 million in a total value of special transfers to business. Very notably, there is a $600 million small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) Co-Investment Fund to help SMEs scale up and be more competitive.

Existing initiatives such as the SME Working Capital Loan scheme and Automation Support Package will be extended, in fact even beyond this fiscal year to March 2021. Interestingly, two unconventional industries for Singapore, namely aquaculture and energy, will be nurtured through new innovation centres.

These represent novel areas of involvement that are probably contrarian considering the country’s resource and size constraints. These are investments not only to deliver economic returns in themselves but also for Singapore’s food and energy security in the long haul.

Most significantly, we will see Singapore being developed as a strategic rallying point like the “Asia 101” for multinational corporations selecting Asian markets and the “Global 101” for Asian companies going to the world.

SKILLS FOUNDATION
Second, the Budget continues the country’s investment in the development of worker skills. While enhancing general worker capabilities had been initiated some years back, the global twist is now beginning to take clear shape. The noteworthy Global Ready Talent Programme will harmonise various existing related initiatives into a coherent human resource development platform.

Skills needed for emerging technology areas are not ignored. New Professional Conversion Programmes relating to blockchain, embedded software and prefabrication will be launched. Skills of indigenous workers and older workers will also receive support through tightening of the public finance paradigm.

The public finance paradigm of Singapore is not about spending today but investing for tomorrow. It is part of Singapore’s unique way of national governance. Budget 2019 is not just about budgeting for the year. It is really about our investments for the future.

GOVERNANCE APPROACH
Singapore’s national strategic planning approach seems to rely primarily on the annual plan as encapsulated by the yearly Budget. Of course, there is also the Prime Minister’s National Day Rally Speech which lays out the critical parameters and considerations for the country. But again, this is yearly in nature.

We do see countries that have five-year plans. For example, China is in its 14th five-year plan for 2016-2020. Likewise, neighbouring Malaysia has explicit five-year planning horizons, and the country is in the 11th plan since the formation of its federation.

Does Singapore need five-year plans? Probably not.

The current annual Budget method is already a dynamic strategic plan with a long-term investment orientation. In fact, in the era of rapid global changes, the lines between single and multiple years are getting blurred, and the short and long terms are tightly intertwined.

The public finance paradigm of Singapore is not about spending today but investing for tomorrow. It is part of Singapore’s unique way of national governance. Budget 2019 is not just about budgeting for the year. It is really about our investments for the future.
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